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By Jean Meiring, Johannesburg Bar

Glasgow on the ethics
of advocacy training
Edwin Glasgow QC, an eminent silk at
the London Bar, is a legend in advocacy-
training circles across the globe, parti-
cularly in South Africa and Zimbabwe,
and is considered a friend by many at
the South African Bar. Emphasising that
he was not giving a lecture, and filling in
(without notes) for another speaker, Glas-
gow said this:

‘On the banks of the Zambezi, there is a stone with a brass
plate on it that reads: “On this day on the 11th of November
1855 Dr Livingstone discovered the Victoria Falls.”

‘I’ve long cherished the image of a small boy running home
to his hut and saying, “Mummy, Mummy, a clever man from
Scotland with a bible has discovered a waterfall at the bottom of
our garden.”

‘I’ve always thought the English contribution towards
civilisation in places where they try to take over is not wholly
dissimilar to Dr Livingstone coming across a waterfall and naming
it after an overweight lady in a different part of the world who’d
never seen it and had never visited.

‘So, I don’t come with any sense of colonial pride to teach
anybody about anything. I do, however, come to offer two little
thoughts.

‘My first thought is this. If you behave with spectacular
brilliance in the Constitutional Court, it’s quite likely those who
witness it will remember you for some time. If you make a bad
mistake before a magistrate and lose the case, people may
remember it for a rather shorter time. But if, in either of those
forums, you behave with dishonesty, nobody who witnesses it
will ever forget your name or your face.

‘One of the precious privileges we enjoy as lawyers is that
there’s a rebuttable presumption we’re to be trusted – even by a
sometimes doubting public. The starting point is that doctors
are competent and won’t kill you; that lawyers are truthful and
that, however badly they behave, at least their integrity will remain
intact.

‘But it’s a rebuttable presumption and, once you lose it, you
lose it for life. That’s quite a frightening thought. If we lie or
break the rules by failing to resist temptation in a moment of

weakness, nobody will forget our
name or face, however long we may practise.

‘That’s the level at which we take integrity for granted in this
profession. That’s why, when talking about developing our
advocacy skills, we do so mindful of the far more important duty
to behave with truth and integrity. That’s blindingly obvious.

‘But I think it’s quite important when we’re talking about
honing advocacy skills to remember that it’s what the courts
demand of us, what we demand of each other, and what the
public is entitled to demand. It’s a message we should never
forget.

‘This is one of the best advocacy courses in the world. We’d
like to think the course we run at Keble College in Oxford is
good. We’d like to think that in lending you some of the material
from Keble, it will encourage you to co-operate with us in its
teaching. Not in our wildest dreams would we pretend that it’s
better than this course, any more than we’d pretend that the
course in Australia, which runs annually on similar lines, is
better. Each is different, but there’s no serious practitioner or
judge anywhere who wouldn’t say that these three courses are,
at the moment, the best in the world.

‘My second thought for you is this. If you continue to run
only this kind of course, nobody will pay any attention to you
either.

‘Why I say this, and I’d say exactly the same in London, is
because our duty to the profession and to the public goes far
beyond being a super-elite honing the skills of a tiny percentage
of the practising Bar.

‘If you come to this course and develop your skills to the
level we’ve already seen this week, it would be silly to pretend
you’re not becoming an elite. What’s wrong with that? It’s worth
striving for. But if it is indeed worth fighting for – and if it is right
to accept the subsidy given to you for it – it is also only right if
the message it sends out to the rest of the country is the right
one. It’s not worth the effort we all put into it if you’re not going
to extend it, and make it accessible across the entire Bar.

‘The fact that the sort of clients who are able to afford the
advocates sitting in this room will obtain top-quality advocacy is
no compensation to the uneducated, underprivileged family living
in a squatter camp no more than ten miles from here who can’t

The third outing of the GCB’s hugely successful Advanced Advocacy
Training Course took place at the Wallenberg Institute at Stellenbosch
University from 7 to 12 January 2013. Well-nigh forty participants from
South Africa, Malawi, Namibia and Zimbabwe completed the challenge
and returned to their jurisdictions with their adversarial skills freshly honed.

In this overview, Advocate places excerpts from an address given by
Edwin Glasgow QC of the London Bar and the I-lived-to-tell-the-tale
accounts of a number of participants.

Timothy Bruinders SC, the pro-
genitor of Wallenberg.
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get anybody to represent them competently when they’re
dispossessed or when such homes as they have are destroyed
by fire – the smoke from which we could still see last night.

‘We’re obscenely overpaid for the work we do for
multinationals and big companies. Of course it’s flattering to be
offered tens of thousands of Rands per day to represent a
multinational – so much so that in moments of weakness we
occasionally kid ourselves that we are worth it! Yet, how utterly
disgraceful would it be if anyone in this room, on receiving that
kind of money, didn’t also find the time to act pro bono for the
occupant of a squatter camp beaten up by a policeman – not
that that would ever happen in this country, but it sometimes
happens in mine!

‘If we’re not conscious of our obligation to deploy those
same skills, with the same dedication that we do for wealthy and
powerful clients, equally for the benefit of the most impoverished
and the most needy, we’re unworthy of the privileges bestowed
on us – and we certainly have no place on courses that
unashamedly aim to produce elite advocates.

‘If we continue to run this kind of elitist course without ensuring
that its benefits are spread across the entire legal landscape –
by which I mean the whole of sub-Saharan Africa – we’re failing
in our obligation to put back at least some tiny bit of what we
are taking out.

‘One of the joys of teaching advocacy, anywhere in the world,
is that you come across the cream of whatever jurisdiction you may
be in. You’ll encounter the very best judges; the very best barristers,
at all levels; the very best helpers, all giving up a week of their
precious vacations to work with young lawyers because they like
doing so as much as they recognize a sense of public duty.

‘That’s one of the reasons I love coming back here.
‘What disappoints me, however, is that some of the trainees

whom we welcome with such enthusiasm and in whose progress
we take such pride we never see again. What is going wrong?
What a disgrace it is if, having had the advantage of being part
of a community like this for six days, you’re then never seen
again on a pupil-training course, even within your own Bar. I
hope that I may be forgiven for saying that even I have seen that
happening here (and on similar course elsewhere) far too often.

‘So again, I return to where I started. It’s with real and justified
humility (and reminding myself that Churchill said of Atlee that
he was indeed a modest man, but then he had quite a lot to be
modest about!) but also with some real pride that I share in
these occasions. However, I do so with the plea that we all
continue to make them available to all our fellow-men, particularly
on this continent, not forgetting those who live alongside us in
our own country, not many miles away, in conditions which we’d
find very, very difficult to tolerate with the goodwill they
demonstrate.

‘When Dr Livingstone set off with his bible to discover the
Victoria Falls – which had hitherto gone unnoticed by the local
inhabitants – he wrote a book called In Darkest Africa, in which
he explained why so much effort had to be put into chopping
the heads off anybody who didn’t support Christianity and Queen
Victoria. An even greater man, who founded the Salvation Army
in London, was a little shocked and suggested it wasn’t necessary
to travel to darkest Africa with a bible in hand in order to do
good. There was quite a lot of good that needed doing in the
East End of London. He wrote a book which is less well read
but, in my view, equally important which he called simply In
Darkest England.

When we all enjoy each other’s company, in whatever country
we meet, let us not forget that there’s quite a lot to be done
across the length and breadth of our own jurisdictions.’

Above: Onica Manaka (Johannesburg Bar), Razia Laher (Port Elizabeth Bar)
and Nicole Mayet (Johannesburg Bar, graduate of Wallenberg 2012 and helper
this year). Right: Not quite the Harlem Shake: Deborah Watson (Cape Bar) and
Malebo Habedi (Johannesburg Bar) doing the Method.
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Fadzayi Mahere, Fadzayi Mahere, Fadzayi Mahere, Fadzayi Mahere, Fadzayi Mahere, Harare Bar
‘There are fewer than ten women ad-
vocates at the Harare Bar. Zimbabwe has
never had a female silk. As in most
jurisdictions, in Zimbabwe women are at
the periphery of courtroom advocacy.

‘It’s against this background that I had
the privilege of participating in the 2013
Wallenberg course, which focused es-

pecially on women. Learning from leading English silks such as
Anuja Dhir QC, Anesta Weekes QC and Geraldine Andrews
QC was enough to transform my approach to advocacy. Seamless
in their delivery and elegant in their style, they provided young
female advocates with the role models we are so starved of in
daily practice. With the assistance of a performance coach, the
trainers’ lessons were simple: speak slowly; engage; use your
props; prepare; analyze; breathe deeply; attain a pleasant pitch;
control your voice.

‘Video reviews were an effective tool used to prune bad habits,
often with some useful tips. Sometimes the video review was
technical, like how to deal with interventions from the bench
with poise. Others focused on little things nobody tells one: tie
your hair back so it doesn’t get in your face and detract from
your advocacy.

‘A further feature of the course was a session on expert
witnesses. Experts in the field of accounting (which most lawyers
avoid like the plague) were brought in. Because most of their
expertise was in a field with which I was poorly acquainted, it
was the perfect opportunity to develop my expert-handling skills.

‘All in all, the course provided me with a chance to practise,
learn and to notice mistakes I never knew I was making – in a
place other than the courtroom.’

PPPPPaul Nonyane,aul Nonyane,aul Nonyane,aul Nonyane,aul Nonyane, Pretoria Bar
‘The workshop material comes with a caveat that Wallenberg is
an intensive course. Participants are warned that so as to derive
maximum benefit from it, they need at least two weeks’
preparation. I think in the future the words ‘intensive’ and
‘preparation’ should be emphasized by underlining them.

‘Wallenberg is set in Stellenbosch, surrounded by majestic
mountains. The serenity of the place doesn’t prepare you for a
week of unrelenting training.

‘I gained much from the training I received. Even if I were to
implement in my practice only half of what I learnt, I’d be a
much better advocate.

‘Highlights – there were many – included Judges Wallis and
Weiner’s demonstration of how to handle one’s own witness. In
fact, it’s engraved in my memory. The moral was that you must
keep your witness on a tight leash: Weiner J had a leash, quite
literally, around the neck of Whitcutt SC. Whenever he went off
on a tangent, Weiner J would pull tightly on the leash until he
returned to the room and answered her questions.

‘I was told that you may participate in Wallenberg only once.
However, I’m more than prepared to attend again even if it is
only as a helper.

‘The organisers and trainers deserve a Bells.’

Knorx Molelle (National Prosecuting Authority) limbering up for his turn at the lectern.

Maud Letzler (Johannesburg Bar) gives a piece of her mind.
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at training, I suffered remorse, doubt and plain old gut-wrenching
fear. I considered pulling out more than once. But, I am
nonetheless very glad I did the Wallenberg training, and grateful
to all the trainers who gave up their time to make it possible.

‘It’s a rare thing in a profession as busy as ours to find
yourself being critiqued and assisted by some of the best
advocates around – and the feedback they gave me has been
invaluable in my practice. It has changed how I think about my
own presentation and has boosted my confidence immeasurably.’

Victor Gondwe,Victor Gondwe,Victor Gondwe,Victor Gondwe,Victor Gondwe, Malawi
‘My name is Victor Charles Gondwe. I’m a legal practitioner
based in Mzuzu City in the Republic of Malawi. I was admitted
to practice at the bar in Malawi in 2006, since when I have been
in private practice.

‘The training at Wallenberg was intensive and very rewarding.
The trainers were just superb.

‘You focus on one aspect of advocacy at a point. Not only
are you advised on how to improve that particular aspect, but
one of the trainers demonstrates how to do it right.

‘Through the video reviews you’re allowed to evaluate how
effectively you communicate and how you use your body in
communicating. You’re then required to replay, focusing on that
particular aspect until you have fairly mastered it.

‘By the end of the day, you realise that you’ve learnt one or
more crucial features of good advocacy.

‘We also interacted with experts and learnt how to deal with
expert evidence. Wallenberg was the best advocacy-training course

I have attended. I am now a
better advocate than I was
before the training. For me, it
was time and money well
spent.’

Ramon Maasdorp, Ramon Maasdorp, Ramon Maasdorp, Ramon Maasdorp, Ramon Maasdorp, Namibian Society of Advocates
‘The clarity of Justice Malcolm Wallis’ analysis and writing in his
judgments has always struck me. Even more striking were the
first words I heard him speak when giving the headnote for the
first evidence-in-chief exercise in my group – my own: ‘Grass-
hoppers hop from spot to spot. It’s generally not a good idea
for advocates to do so.’

‘This pointed reminder stressed the fundamental importance
of sequence in presenting one’s case. I gained much from what
I’d mistakenly thought was an uncomplicated exercise.

‘This is but one example of the many invaluable lessons I
learnt from interacting with colleagues at the course, from South
Africa, Zimbabwe and Malawi.

‘The informality that characterized the interaction between
the trainers and participants left me wondering where the trainers
find the capacity to give so much and so easily of themselves and
of their valuable time: especially in the first two weeks of January!
Is it because they care about the profession and has this assisted
them in achieving the heights they have? I suspect so.

‘To sum up, I learnt that to persuade at the highest level an
advocate must assist the decision-maker as efficiently as possible.
To do so, an advocate must present his case sequentially and
concisely, and must be thoroughly prepared.

‘I sincerely hope many more advocates from across Southern
Africa have the opportunity to attend Wallenberg. While it requires
a lot of preparation and is very demanding, it’s most enriching.’

Isabel Goodman, Isabel Goodman, Isabel Goodman, Isabel Goodman, Isabel Goodman, Johannesburg Bar
‘I applied to take part in Wal-
lenberg in a moment of post-
holiday optimism. Between
signing up and standing up
to present my opening address

The Advanced Advocacy Course at the Wallenberg 2014
will be held in January 2014. For more information

and to apply please refer to the GCB website:
ht tp://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://www.sabar.sabar.sabar.sabar.sabar.co.za/advocacy.co.za/advocacy.co.za/advocacy.co.za/advocacy.co.za/advocacy-training/index.html.- training/index.html.- training/index.html.- training/index.html.- training/index.html. A
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Paul Nonyane (Pretoria Bar) misses nothing.


